CEM Business Solutions
Onboarding Software
https://www.cembs.com/onboarding/

Gain control over your Onboarding
process and give your new hires an
easy transition into their position.
Every Company in every industry needs an onboarding
solution to effectively onboard new hires. If you don’t have
the right software to handle all the paperwork and
verification forms, you can have compliance and productivity
issues. You need a software that incorporates I-9, W-4, direct
deposit forms, training manuals and videos. With CEM
Onboarding software, you will be in compliance and your new
hires will be effective from day one.

CHALLENGES

IDEAL SOLUTION

DESIRED OUTCOMES

HR department faces many challenges like
communication with new hires, paperwork,
forms, compliance, missing steps in the
onboarding process, assets allocation, IT facilities,
place of work, access cards, delayed training,
introducing the new hires with relevant
employees and so on.

The Ideal solution is an intelligent, process driven,
well connected (with ATS and HR) system which
would take care of compliance, rights and access
allocation, communication in advance to peers.,
etc. The system should give step by step method
to the inducting team and a pleasant experience
to the new employee.

CEM onboarding solution will make your HR life
easier and your company more productive. Being
in compliance and having productive employees
from day one, means saving money at all times.

CEM Business Solutions
Onboarding Software
Get control over your Onboarding process and give your
new hires and managers an easy first day.
This paperless system helps your business manager and
your HR department integrate a new employee or group
of employees seamlessly into the organization.
All the applicants’ information will be rolled into a new
employee record, saving HR from having to fill out
numerous fields and pages, and missing any forms.

INCORPORATED EMPLOEE FORMS
Have an easy first day with incorporated I-9, W-4,
and direct deposit forms, training manuals and
videos.

CUSTOMIZED WORKFLOWS
Customized workflows to prepare and train
employees. Get notifications and updates on the
onboarding process for new employees. Easily
manage, track and add any tasks or forms to your
workflow. Enjoy an easy and quick onboarding
process customized to fit your needs.

MICROSOFT D365 AND CEM ONBOARDING
CEM Onboarding software seamlessly integrates
with Microsoft D365.

CEM Onboarding on Microsoft platform
CEM Onboarding software can be hosted in Microsoft Azure cloud or in your own on-prem environment. A link
can be given between your website career page or any ATS page to the CEM onboarding software. CEM
Onboarding can emulate the look and feel of your web site.
This solution can be used as a standalone tool or with integration to any HR module or any ERP platform.

MICROSOFT D365 + CEM ONBOARDING
Microsoft Dynamics 365 and CEM Onboarding are
integrated seamlessly. It is a bi-directional
communication. This includes D365 HR, D365 F & O,
D365 BC. The integration can be native connection or
through CDS, as applicable.

LINKEDIN + CEM ONBOARDING
The job postings can be done at internal job portal
which can be connected to LinkedIn. In addition to
LinkedIn, CEM Onboarding can be connected to any
internal/external job portal, once candidate is final
onboarding software will take care hire to retire.

MICROSOFT PRODUCTS + CEM ONBOARDING
CEM Onboarding can be configured for e-mail
notification and calendar integration. CEM Onboarding
can be connected with Microsoft SharePoint for
document management, Office for Job description and
offer letters and so on.

Customer success:
General McLane
“Hiring a right candidate was very time consuming” said Marissa
Orbanek, Specialist, General Mc Lane. “Partnering with CEM Business
Solutions was an important step in the process. CEM understood our
needs and provided a solution that not only saved time but also
fulfilled our overall recruitment needs. There is a 40% reduction of
processing time”, she commented.

Please see customer video:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dAZO5i69UuY&feature=youtu.be
Customer comments:
REDUCED RECRUITMENT TIME

SAVED MONEY

KEEP THINGS INTACT & SUPPORT

It took several weeks to get persons hired. We
were under pressure to fill the positions.
Considering that we need the right candidate for
the position, we needed an efficient process. CEM
demonstrated their system and won our
confidence. CEM was able to successfully deliver
the hiring system that fulfilled all our needs.

For any entity, big or small, cost is always a
concern. We evaluated top brands i.e., the
expensive ones and compared them CEM ATS and
Onboarding. We did not see any gap or shortfall
in CEM Onboarding compared to the top brands.
This resulted in saving good amount of money.

Hiring involves stringent regulations like EEO. It is
very important to keep our records in place. CEM
Onboarding software in association with
Microsoft Teams, SharePoint has been keeping
our records intact. These rules keep changing.
With CEM’s on going support, we don’t have to
worry at all.
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Contact us for
CEM Business Solutions
Onboarding
Get a free trial: Contact us
Call for more information: +1 201 391 5345
Ask a question via email: info@cembs.com
Learn more:
https://www.cembs.com/onboarding/
https://www.youtube.com/cembs/onboarding

https://www.cembs.com/applicant-portal-ats/

